
CENTRALIZED INFORMATION DELIVERY, REPORTING AND ANALYTICS  
ACROSS YOUR ENTERPRISE

Traditional business intelligence (BI) dashboards are great when you want to see what’s going on with your business. However, to make 
the necessary jump from information to action you need more. That’s why DiveTab delivers a powerful suite of information delivery, 
reporting and analytics capabilities available on your desktop, laptop, Windows®-based tablet, iPad®, or iPhone®. Any BI content, any 
content format: it’s all available in a single interface for connected or disconnected use.

DiveTab™

DiveTab is a multi-screen information management and delivery platform that takes organizations beyond simple business intelligence 
(BI) and content management capabilities to provide users with access to their diverse information sources at unprecedented speed. 
Powered by our Spectretm data engine, information is delivered securely where and when it is needed—no waiting, no restrictions, 
no multiple log-ins—just information access at the lightning speed. BI dashboards, presentation content, marketing and corporate 
materials, audio, and video are available through DiveTab.

DiveTab

PRODUCT FEATURES:
• Gain timely insights from large data volumes
• Increase productivity by accessing all content in one place
• Improve data-driven decision-making
• Leverage and enhance existing systems
• Gain efficiencies with a consistent interface across devices

• Interactive dashboards for KPI metrics and indicators
• Information-rich multi-screen applications
• Robust security and content control features
• Centralized account administration
• Connected or disconnected use
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About Dimensional Insight
Dimensional Insight is a leading provider of integrated business 
intelligence and performance management solutions. Our mission 
is to make organizational data accessible and usable so everyone 
from analysts to line of business users can get the information 
they need to make informed, data-driven decisions. 
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DIVETAB PROVIDES:
• Customizable organization, layout,  

and displays
• User-specific security 
• Dynamic data interaction

• Multi-level and drill-down reports 
and dashboards

• Offline / online information rendering
• Access to local and remote data

• Data capture (i.e., documents & pictures)
• Visual development environment
• PowerPoint®, Word®, Adobe®, PDF, 

picture and video formats
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INFORMATION AT THE RIGHT TIME, ON THE RIGHT DEVICE

DiveTab Guided Analytics.

DiveTab provides mobile knowledge workers with 
the ability to consume data—both structured and 
unstructured—anytime, anywhere to make informed 
decisions and keep up with the rapid pace of their business. 
DiveTab simplifies information delivery, reporting and 
analytics and ensures users are given timely access to 

business-critical metrics at the right time, on the  
right device in a format that is useful to their role.  
DiveTab’s multi-screen delivery platform provides a 
consistent user experience across devices and takes 
reporting dashboard software to a new level. 
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